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Introduction 
Research shows that companies change their financial consolidation solutions infrequently, 

with the vast majority using stand-alone software that has been in place for over a decade  

and the remainder relying on functionality within their enterprise resource planning system or 

spreadsheets. However, factors such as an increasing compliance workload, the ability to report 

management information in consolidated financial statements and disclosures, the need to 

improve productivity in the finance function, and the opportunity to lower costs by migrating to 

the cloud mean many finance and IT professionals have to decide what to do about their existing 

solution(s). This paper is designed to guide you through some of those important considerations.

Challenges of current solutions
Companies whose financial close is built entirely on spreadsheets should, as quickly as possible, 

replace them with a solution that is less prone to hidden errors and can be easily scrutinized by 

external auditors. Companies that rely on functionalities in their enterprise resource planning 

systems (ERP) will recognize the drawbacks of using legacy solutions when IT professionals are 

needed to change chart of accounts and entity structures organizational changes happen. When 

organizations were more stable and the accounts for all entities were run on the same ERP 

system using an identical chart of accounts, ERP systems made sense for financial consolidation. 

But today, more frequent acquisitions and divestments make it prohibitively expensive to convert 

every entity to use the same ERP software. 

At the same time, many ERP systems have been heavily customized to support both new external 

reporting requirements and internal processes, such as allocations and intercompany eliminations. 

Though these changes may have been important stopgaps at the time, they are overly expensive 

and time-consuming to maintain when compared to packaged solutions. Additionally, there 

are a number of other trends that need to be considered when reviewing current financial 

consolidation capabilities.

Issues with spreadsheets 

• Prone to hidden errors that could lead to 
damaging restatements

• Lack an audit trail, making them increasingly 
unacceptable to external auditors

• No process automation, labor-intensive to 
operate and maintain, and sometimes resulting 
in operational risks

• Lack processes for journal entries,  
intercompany eliminations, workflows,  
and approvals 

 Issues with ERP systems

• Struggle to cope with organizational changes 
and heterogeneous requirements of  
companies running diverse businesses

• Heavily reliant on IT professionals

• Inflexible and slow batch processing and often 
supplemented by spreadsheets

• Expensive to keep in step with changing 
external reporting requirements

 Issues with packaged solutions 

• Lack of flexibility, resulting in using offline 
spreadsheets as a workaround

• Expensive to implement, maintain, and upgrade

• Heavily reliant on IT professionals for anything 
other than simple routines

• Batch process compromises a truly “fast close”
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In their “High Performance Finance Study: The 

CFO as Architect of Business Value,”2 Accenture 

found that 85 percent of CFOs say they plan 

to increase their investment in the cloud in the 

next two years, while over a third expect the 

investment to increase by over 25 percent during 

that time. These findings show that finance 

leaders are increasingly embracing the cloud, 

which reduces total cost since businesses no 

longer need to install hardware, acquire licenses, 

and constantly upgrade to new versions of on-

premise software solutions. 

Instead, the ability to access the latest version of 

the software through a simple subscription gives 

corporate finance teams the agility they need to 

quickly respond to changing external reporting 

requirements, all with minimal reliance on IT. 

Keep in mind, however, that migrating to the 

cloud version of a legacy on-premise solution 

built on an aging data architecture likely will 

not provide the flexibility finance teams seek—

or reduce their reliance on specialist IT and 

consulting skills. 

01 CFOs are anxious to realize 
the benefits of the cloud
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Although maintaining margins is a significant concern for businesses of all sizes, findings from 

the Financial Executives Research Foundation (FERF)/Protiviti 2016 Finance Priorities Survey3 show 

that CFOs and VP-level executives are focusing on the period-end close, variance analysis, and 

account reconciliations, with priority increasing over the previous year. In the last 10 years, changes 

in accounting regulations led to an increased amount of management information to support 

consolidated financial reports, emphasizing the accountability of CEOs and CFOs in the quality of the 

companies’ financial statements and disclosures. 

The increased focus on the close process may reflect heightened anxiety about accurate reporting. 

Either way, CFOs are likely to be receptive to any cost-effective proposal to improve financial 

consolidation capabilities.

Consolidation is a significant 
priority for CFOs and vice 
president–level executives
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The findings of the FERF report show that finance teams are already responding to the demand for 

greater accuracy in financial consolidation and related areas, such as working capital management. 

Other than increasing staffing, which can be inefficient, the only way to ensure better accuracy is 

by improving data governance and controls. That means incorporating any offline routines done on 

spreadsheets into a unified close process supported by a single solution, integrating statutory and 

management consolidations

A modern financial consolidation solution that provides comprehensive functionality across 

consolidation, controls, workflow, audit trail, and security will help improve data quality and accuracy, 

particularly when it incorporates critical steps (such as inter-company eliminations) into the end-to-

end process. However, due to changes in external reporting requirements and the constant need for 

ad-hoc scenarios, it is vitally important that finance users can manage multi-entity and multi-account 

structures, and maintain and amend rules in the consolidation models. Otherwise, offline spreadsheets 

will once again creep back into use. 

Finance teams are looking 
for greater accuracy in their 
consolidation processes
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The demand for speed 
and efficiency in financial 
consolidation is expected  
to intensify 

Benchmarking data from APQC,4 a best-practices 

research firm, shows there is considerable 

variation in the speed with which companies 

complete monthly consolidated financial 

statements, with top quartile performers taking 

three calendar days against a mean of five 

calendar days. So business leaders in companies 

where the month-end close takes six days or 

more must look for faster access to reports, 

otherwise they are waiting longer than their 

peers to get an accurate picture of operating 

performance. Since rapid access to information 

is a key element in becoming an agile enterprise, 

slow reporting is a fundamental weakness. 

However, the need to control the cost of the 

finance function means that finance leaders need 

to improve speed without increasing headcount 

and labor-intensive processes. A real-time 

financial consolidation means users do not have 

to wait around for batch calculations to run. 

Additionally, on a platform designed to be owned 

and managed by Finance, such as Anaplan, there 

is no need to wait for IT resources to become 

available to amend or reconfigure consolidation 

models. These features help deliver a faster 

financial close, as well as high-quality financial 

reporting, as well as integrating statutory and 

management consolidations in a single solution. 
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The shortcomings of existing systems, coupled with the need to improve accuracy, speed, and efficiency, 

are all good reasons to investigate replacing an existing financial consolidation solution with something 

that is more capable of satisfying the trends in consolidation during 2016. There are a number of factors 

to consider in making the choice, but your existing ERP landscape and current consolidation solutions 

should not automatically influence your decision. There are other evaluation criteria that are considerably 

more important, such as:

• Can the solution be fully owned and managed by the finance team so they can rapidly  
and easily make changes themselves? The ability to do so improves efficiency and drives down costs.

• Are processes run in real time rather than batch processing?

• Does it provide all the elements needed to streamline the close process, such as integrated 
intercompany reconciliation, multi-currency, self-service reporting, audit trail, and journal methods, 
all in one system?

• Does it meet multiple external reporting standards, such as U.S. GAAP and IFRS, and can  
it deliver and reconcile statutory and management consolidations in a single solution? 

• Are workflows, dashboards, and cockpits seamlessly integrated so users can configure, monitor, and 

govern the close process?

For further information on how Anaplan for Financial Consolidation satisfies these criteria, watch the 

video www.anaplan.com/demos/financial-consolidation/.

  

Conclusion
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